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I, It is weli-known that A, and &I,, are the oni:; simple groups 
which have sharply quadruply transitive permutation representations. In 
this paper WC will obtain a different characterization of A6 and hI,, . The 
only resemblance between the characterization mentioned above and the one 
w-e will give appears to be that both classify these groups by considering 
the structure of certain permutation representations. To present the :.esults 
cleariy a few definitions are in order. 
DEFINITIOX I .I. A finite group G will be called a Frobenius regular 
group, or an F. K. group, if G has a proper subgroup H satisfying: 
1) H is a Frobenius group with kernel M and complement Q; 
2) N(M) = H; and 
3) M and Q are T. I. sets. 
The following lemma is a simple consequence of the definition. The prooC 
will be omitted. 
LI?:MMA 1.2. A jinite group G is a Frobenius regular group (f and on@ 
if G has a .faithful transitive permutation representation mch that if li is the 
subgroup @kg a letter then 
1) There are 01 > 0 orbits on which Pi is represented bJ7 its .A-obeniz 
representution; 
2) On all other orbits, with the o6aious exception qf the singleton orbit, 
H is represented by its regular representation. 
DEPIWTTIOX 1.3. A Frobenius regular group such that H leas exactly 
01 orbits on which it is represented by its Frobenius representation and 
- ..--.- - 
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exactly /3 orbits on which it is represented by its regular representation is 
called an [a, PI-group. 
WC may now state the main result of the paper. 
‘I’HRORE~I 4.11. If G is a simple [3,2] -group then G is isomorphic to 
either A, or XI,, . In the ca.re of A, the Frobenius regular representation is 
on the 36 conjugates of an S,-subgroup. In the case of M,, it is on the 144 
conjugutes of an Sll-subgroup. 
Frobenius regular groups are a generalization of Zassenhaus groups. The 
Zassenhaus groups arc easily seen to coincide with the [1, O]-groups. There 
are many examples of Frobcnius regular groups and it would appear that 
finding all F. R. groups is too diflicult a problem at this time. NI. Hestenes [2], 
has found all ways in which the groups PSL(n, CJ) can be realized as I;. R. 
groups providing a fine cataloguc of examples for study. 
Csing strong methods of counting involutions M. Suzuki has shown [I] 
that if ! M I is even in an F. R. group then G must be a [I, O]-group. We 
will USC the methods developed by Suzuki heavily throughout this paper. 
Not all simple groups are I;. R. groups. For example, the Janko group 
is not an F. R. group. 
Rcccntly E. Cline and the author have completed the classification of all 
simple [3,0]-groups showing that the only simple [3,0]-group is PSL(2, 8). 
The Frobenius regular representation is on the 28 conjugates of an S,- 
subgroup. 
In the second section of this paper we will obtain a few general results 
together with the theorem that A, is the only simple [3,2]-group with [ Q 1 
even. 
In the third section we prove that N(Q) must be Frobenius. In the fourth 
section the proof of Theorem 4.11 is completed by showing that if N(Q) 
is Frobcnius then the simple [3, 2]-group under discussion must be %X1, . 
In the sequel, if G is an F. R. group, H will denote a particul.ar subgroup 
satisfying the definition, M will denote the Frobenius kernel of H, and Q a 
particular complcmcnt for M in II. We will denote I M I, 1 Q I, [G : H] 
by m, q, and n respectively. 
We will frequently shift our point of view ‘from G as an abstract group 
to G as a permutation group represented as in Lemma 1.2, and back again. 
The context should make our interpretation of G clear. All other notation 
is standard. 
2. We begin by mentioning a few very useful lemmas, the proofs 
of which are elementary and will be omitted. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be an [CL, &youp. Then 
1) G = To U I; U r,,, U 1, wlzere r, is tize set of all elements j%xing 
exactly i letters; 
2) I’, = {x E G 1 x is conjugate to an element in JI+~ 
3) rykTL = (x E G j 31: is conjugaie to an element in Q+)-. 
4) If x, y E G and there are 2 letters whic.h are ,‘ixed by both x and y, 
ihen x and y are in the same conjugate of Q. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be an [01, #group. Then j N(Q)j :::z (a + 1)q. Thegroz@ 
N;(Q)/Q is represented by its regular representation on the cx -:- 1 letters fixed 
by Q. (See Theorem 5.7.1 of [3J). 
Xow we will prove A, and Al,, are F. R. groups, and then proceed to 
prow that :I,; is the only simple [3,2]-group with y even. 
LEMMA 2.3. Thegroups A, and M,, are [3, 2]-groups. The F. R. representa- 
tion ,for 4, is 011 the 36 conjugates of an A’,-szcbgroup. For XI,, it is on the 144 
conjqaies of an &,-subgroup. In the case of Xl,, ,.X(Q) is .Frobenius. 
Proof. Let M bc an &-subgroup of A,. Since M is generated by a 
5qcle it is obvious that C(x) == M for x in M+-, It is easily seen (e.g. count 
S,-subgroups) that I N(:V/)i = 10. Take Q to be an ,Y,-subgroup of N(M). 
Since nz and q are both prime, M and Q are obviously ‘I’. I. sets and AF 
mwt be an 1:. R. group. The group N(Q) is easily seen to be of order B 
and the rcsu!t follows. 
In the case of AI,, let ild be an ,5;,-subgroup of M,, . An 1 l-cycle generates 
M and it follows that C(x) = M for .Y in W’. j\T(Jg) y5 2.f since Ml, is 
simple, Hence I N(M)I = 5.5 since an involution normalizing J/r wouid be 
an odd permutation. Let Q be an S,-subgroup of N(M) and. it is at this 
Taint obvious that M1, is an F. R. group. Any clcmcnr wh.ich centralizes ~6; 
in Q,’ and doesn’t interchange the orbits is a power of 3~. So if an element 
of C(y) interchanged the orbits some involution \\Tdd aud would be an 
odd permutation. So C(Q) ::‘: Q and N(Q) is Frobcnius. The fact that the 
nunbcr of S,-subgroups must be = 1 (mod 5) yields [X(Q) : Q] = 4 and 
the rest of the resuit follows by simple computation. 
~.~EFINITIOH 2.4. If G is a finite group and A is a subset of G then v(A) 
will denote the number of involutions in A. 
The next lemma contains the information on involution counts required. 
in the sequel. 
I,l'WlMA 2.5. Let G be an [01, /3]-group with m odd. Then 
1) v(ll) = m if q is E!en and ~(11) = 0 if q is od& 
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2) v(Mx) < 1 and v(Hx) < q ;f Hx # H, 
3) If h is in H then v(Hxh) = v(Hx) for any x in G; 
4) If Hx is in a regular orbit for H then v(Hx) < I ; 
5) If q is even v(G) < m -)- ((II -I- /3) mq and if q is odd v(G) < (a + /3) mq. 
Proof. If q is even then v(Q) = 1 since any involution in Q inverts M. 
It follows that v(H) = q. If q is odd, mq is odd and ~(11) = 0. 
To prove 2) we note that if Mx contained two involutions wl, W, 
then wr, C+ normalize (wlwz) and wlwz E M+. Since M is a T. I. set 
w1 , we E N(M) = H contradicting Hx + II. So v(Mx) < 1 if Hx # H. 
Now the second part follows since 11~ is the union of q cosets of M. 
Statement 3) is obvious since Hxh = klHxh. For statement 4) note 
that if 11x contains two involutions their product fixes H and Hx in the 
representation on cosets. This is impossible since 11~ is in a regular orbit 
for H. 
The last part follows from the rest by simply summing over the [H, Hj 
double cosets of G. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let 01, p be integers > 1. l’hen there are only a finite number 
of [31, /3]-groups with q even. 
Proof. Let w be the involution in Q. Since w is the only involution in Q, 
C(m) = N(Q). Kow 1 X(Q)1 = (a + 1)q an d so w has mn/(a: + 1) conjugates 
in G. By Lemma 2.5, part 5) we get 
(2.7) -.-!!?L < m -I- (a $- p) mq a+1 
Simplifying, (2.7) becomes 
The second inequality requires p f 0. Since 01, p are fixed this bounds nt, 
and therefore q, and since [G : H] = 1 + elm f /hap, 1 G ] is bounded by a 
simple function of 01 and B and the proof is complete. 
We feel that if /3 > 0 then there are always only a finite number of 
[a, PI-s rou s or xe 01 and /3. Obviously the technique used here will not P f fi, d 
work. The author has proven [9], that thcrc are only a finite number of 
[I, PI-groups with B > 0 and fixed. Unfortunately, the only example of a 
simple [ 1, PI-group with p > 0 that we know is A, represented on 10 letters. 
It is a [I, II-group. 
We will now classify all [3,2]-groups in which q is even. 
?%IEOREYI 2.9. If G is a simple [3, 2]-poup and q is ??wn, then G is 
isomorphic to -2, and the F. R. representation of G is an the 36 con$gaW 
qf an k!$-szlbgrozlp. 
By (2.8) m < 10. So Q = 2, 4, 6 or 8. Substituting these possibilities in 
the first part of (2.8) g ives rise to the following casts: 
a) q :--.: 6 and m = 7 
b) 4 = 4 and m = 5 
c) 4 = 2 and na -1 3 or 5. 
Sow ] .V(,O)] = (a + 1) q = 4q and so 4 j 1 --;- 3m + 2mq. Since Q is cvcn 
we get m ::I 1 (mod 4) which implies we have either b) or c) with m == 5. 
In case b) we get a group of order 2” . 5 * 7. An easy count on S,‘s gives 
an S, must centralize an S, contradicting the fact that H - X(M) is of 
order 20. Th ere’oiL 11~0 01 Lr f - % C . f -d-L 360, m = 5 and q = 2. Since G is simple 
it must be A, and the result follows from Lemma 2.3. 
3, In the introduction we noted that M. Suzuki has shown that 
if G is an F. R. group and m is even then G is a [l, O]-group. We u-ill assume 
from now on that m is odd since Suzuki’s work shows there arc no 13, 2]- 
groups with m even. 
In this section WC handle the case of a simple [3, 2]-group for which q is 
odd and :V(,Qj is not Frobcnius and show that none exist. 1ve bound q using 
invo!ution coilnts and then study characters. 
Our first step xi11 be to prove a few general lemmas. 
Proof. Since tJ is a complement for 114 in the Frobenius group H, Sylow 
p-subgroups of Q are clxlic for odd primes p and &her cyclic, quaternion 
or generalized quaternion for p = 2. If q were even then G rcmdd not be 
simple. This follows from Burnside’s theorem if a Sylow 2-subgroup is 
cfcjic and from a theorem of Brauer and Sl:zulti [j], if a S:;low 2-subgroup 
is quatern.ion or generalized quaternion. 
Hence q is odd and meta-cyclic. (See [3], 1‘h. 9.4.3). Suppose Q is not 
c+.z. Then there exist cyclic Hall subgroups A and B of G with AR := Q, 
,-I i> R =-2 1, &? # 1, and A maximal with respect to being a normal csxzlic 
Hall subgroup of Q. 1,et P be a Splow p-subgroup of U for some prime p 
dividing the order of B. Since Q is a T. I. set ;V(P) C N(Q) =: X(A). Since 
G is simple _V(P) + C(P). Let y E N(Pj - C(P), and let Y := (y, .P>. Since 
y .$ C(P), y $ C(P!;D(.P)). Therefore it follows that I;’ == f). NOW Y c N(A j. 
Therefore Y has a representation in the automorphism group of A Since 
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the automorphism group of 4 is abelian Y’ = P is in the kernel of the 
representation contradicting our choice of A. Hence Q is cyclic as asserted. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose G is a simple [3, /3]-group with q odd. Let S be 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of N(Q) d pp f an su ose or some t E S+, C,(t) f 1. Then 
S is elementary abelian and G has at most two classes of involutions. 
Proof. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of C,(t) = L for some prime p 
dividing the order of L. P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G and S $ C(P) since 
if it were C(P) = N(P) and G would not be simple. So t is an involution 
and [N(P) : C(P)] = 2. Therefore by Dade [4], there are just two non- 
exceptional characters in the principal 2-block of G. 
Now iet X be a linear character of Q which is trivial outside I’ but nontrivial 
on P. Consider ((1 -- A)lG, x) for x in the principal 2-block. By [4], this 
can be nonzero for at most three characters, the two non-exceptional ones 
and one exceptional one. Hence by Lemma 4 of Brauer [7] every involution 
of G must be conjugate to one i.nverting P. If S were cyclic no involution 
of G would invert P. So S is elementary abelian. Since it is clear that there 
arc 2 classes of involutions inverting P in X(Q) the rest of the proof also 
comes from Lemma 4 of [7]. 
In this section WC will prove that the Sylow 2-subgroup of l\‘(Q) in a simple 
[3, 2]-group must bc cyclic. First we limit the values of q and the structure 
of N(Q) by an involution count. 
TI-IEOWM 3.3. Let G be a simple [3, 2]-group with q odd and suppose n 
Sylow 2-subgyoup of N(Q) is elementary abeliun. Then q L..= 3, 5, OY 7 and 
N(Q) is a dihedral group. 
Let L = {x E M(Q) 1 x2 f 11. Then L is clearly a T. I. set and has mnn/4 
conjugates in G. Let w1 , w., , and W, bc the involutions in S’, a Sylow 
2-subgroup of X(Q) and set k, = ! Co(w&. 
Q is cyclic by Lemma 3.1. If an involution centralizes a non-identity 
p-clement of Q then it must centralize the S,-subgroup of Q. If two involutions 
centralized an S,-subgroup ofQ then G would have a normal p-complement. 
Since G is simple this doesn’t happen. Finally, if two involutions in S do 
not centralize an S,-subgroup of Q, their product must. So q = k,k,k, with 
k, , 12, , and k:, pair-wise relatively prime. 
Let 9 be the set of involutions in N(Q). FVe wish to calculate how often 
the product of two elements in Q is in L. There are 1 Ic I(\ D 1 - 1) ways 
to form a product of distinct involutions in Sz. Tf such a product is not in I, 
then it is an involution. 
Now N(Q) has q S2-subgroups and in each we can form 6 products of 
difierent involutions. So, the number of times the product of a pair of 
elements in Q is in L is 1 Q ;(i 52 j - 1) -- 64. Kow set a --= I Q i and note 
that 
(3.4) 
Let C be the set of all involutions in G conjugate to elements in Q. Since 
L is a ‘I?. I. Set with mn/4 conjugates the number of times xy is in a conjugate 
of L for xy in C is 
(3.5j TF (a2 - a - 6q). 
Xow we count involutions in G. 
The inequality (3.6) is an immediate consequcncc of Lemma 2.5, parts 3 
and 4. 
The number of times a product of elements of C is in some conjugate 
of L is obviously :< I C IS. It follows from (3.5) and (3.6) that 
(3.7) y (a’ - a -- 6q) :< “2(2q + a!2 
07 
(3.8) q(a” - a - 69) 5: 2(2q $ a)“. 
Substituting for a from (3.4) and simplifying we get 
We may assume k, .< k, sg 12, . ‘3 Suppose k, > 1. Then C,..i. ki > 15 and 
g.l I !:ki < 1. In this case (3.9) gives 24 < 18 which is a!)surd. So WC 
may assume k, = I in which case (3.9) becomes 
Suppose k, >. 1. Then k,k, > 15, k, -:-- k, > 8 and l,‘k, + 1 /kB < 8/l 5. 
This gives 27 < 26, and so k, ::= k, = 1 and 12, = q. 
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Substituting in (3.7) and simplifying we get 
(1 -: 3m + 2mq)(q - I) < (4 -;- y f?q 
This gives (22 + 3)(q - 1) < 16q -- 8 _I- (l/q) which becomes 
(3.12) 
15 , 11 
4 d y ;- z;; 
by simple computation. This yields q = 3, 5, or 7 and the theorem follows. 
LEMMA 3.13. Suppose (urn $ c)(vm + 6) 1 1 + 3112 + 2mq wit12 E :== fl, 
and zz, v positive integers. Then u = v = 1, m = 2q + 1, and E = +I. 
Proof. By simple calculation the equation in the hypothesis of the 
lemma gives 
.&q = --...-- - 2. - 4. 2q -I- 3 
UV zl v 
If u or c > I this gives m < q + 3 and a contradiction since q is odd and 
wz 3 2q T 1. Therefore ZL -2 v :-.: 1 and (m -‘-- c)” = 1 -t 3m -i- 21739. If 
E = -1, (m -I-- 6)’ = 0 (mod q) and 1 + 3m + 2qnz = 4 (mod (I). So E ::= 1 
and the proof is complete. 
LE~~JMA 3.14. If G is a group satisfying the Izypotheses of Theorenz 3.3, 
then N is not a aon-abelian p-group with [M : M’] < 4q”. 
Proqf. Deny. Then [M : A!!‘] = p” < 4q2, and 1M is a non-abelian 
p-group. Since [M : .W’] < 4$, M’ =-_ O(M) and since M is not cyclic rE > 1. 
Now every factor in a Q composition series for M must have order pa and so 
nz = (p”)” for some integer t. We know that 1 + 3m {- 2mq E 0 (mod 4) 
and so m 7 3 (mod 4) which implies dt is odd and so d is odd. WC know 
d is the smallest positive integer such that p” :- 1 (mod q) and since q = 3, 
5, or 7 by Theorem 3.3 we get q = 7 and d = 3. Now p is an odd prime 
with p3 < 4 . 72 and there are none except 3 and 5. However these primes 
do not satisfyp3 = 1 (mod 7) and the conflict establishes the lemma. 
THEOREM 3.15. There are no sz’mpb groups satisfying the hypotkeses of 
Theorem 3.3. 
Prwf. First we note that it is sufficient to prove nz = 29 + I. For if 
rvz = 2y + 1 it is obvious that q f 7. If q == 3, then the order of G would 
be 3 * 7 * 64 and it is well-kno\in that no simple groups of this order exist. 
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If q = 5 then G would have order 11 . 5 . 3 2 - 2j and it is well-known that 
Mfi is the only simple group of th.is order, and we proved in .Lemma 2.3 
that the normalizer of an &-subgroup of R’I,, is Frobenius. 
Xow consider the principal q-block 8, of G. There are 2 non-exceptional 
characters in B, and (q -- I)/2 exceptional ones. Let these be 1: A, and pl 
for ! :c i x< (q -- 1)/2. Clearly these characters are all real and so cannot equal 
any M-cxccptional character. Let h be a nontrivial linear character of M and 
cons&r (1 - h)lG. Sim.plc computation gives ((1 -- X),G; (1 -- A)iG) -= q + 1 
and ((I .- X)1”, vi) .-= yl(x) for 1 . . . . -C i ,< (q -.- 1)/2 and .X E N+. It folloms 
that 1 all < I. If : vi(x)1 = 1 the result follows from Lcmrna 3.13. If 
cp&) -= 0 then block orthogonality gives A(X) =:= & 1 and the result follows 
from Lemma 3.13. 
4. In this section we will complete the classification of [3,2]-groups 
by handling the case where q is odd and N(Q) is Frobenius. The method 
of proof is to first limit the possible values of q using an involution count 
and then prove that m = 2y + 1 by using characters. 
In proving that m .: 1 2q j-- 1 we do not attempt to show which character 
values arc correct but that any possibility icads to the conclusion. 
LEMMA. 4.1. Let G be a simfle [3,2]-group with q odd, and supl)ose N(Q) 
is Frobenius. Let S be an &-subgroup of N(<?l), let S = (s\ an.d s2 = w. Then 
w has amq conjugates with a 7: 2 or a = 3. T-/’ a == 2; q = 5. If a -= 3: 
q --_= 5, 13, or 17. 
G has 6 [H, TI] double cosets. Obviou+ v(H) == 0. Since H.sH and .lWH 
arc inverse double cosets ~(Hsf1) -..-I v(Hs-“l1) ---:: 0. It now follows fr0.m 
Lemma 2.5 that v(HyU) < mq for each of the other 3[H, H] double cosets. 
If v(Hy11j > 0 then v(Hy11) := mq since no elcmcnt in ITT+’ centralizes az 
involution. Therefore v(G) == amy with a = 1, 2, or 3. 
Xow each element of Q+ can be written q ways as a product of conjugates 
of 01 and 27% has m?z/4 disjoint conjugates. This gives 
a4m2q2 > -wF (q - 1)q. 
Substituting n = 1 -i- 3m + 2mq and simplifying, we get 
4&z -- 1 > - q-1 -- - 3 + 22 3 2q - 1 + q---l > 2q - 1. m4 q “4 
So 2u2 - 1 3 q which implies a = 2 or a = 3. If a = 2, q < 7 and if 
a = 3, q :< 17. The result follows by noting q 3 1 (mod 4). 
LEMXM 4.2. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1, M is not a non-abelian 
p-group with [M : AT] < 4q”. 
Deny. A Sylow 2-subgroup of G cannot bc of order 4 since then it would 
be cyclic and G would not be simple. So n ::-= (22 + 3) m + 1 = 0 (mod 8). 
Now 2p -:- 3 = 5 (mod 8). Therefore m = p” = 3 (mod 8). This implies 
p Y 3 (mod 8) and e is odd. [M : M’] < 4q2 implies M’ = L)(M) and 
[M : $1’1 f .p since M is not cyclic. Let [M : M’] = pa. There exists a 
positive integer f such that (~9)’ == ,pe since a 0 composition series of M has 
all factors of order ,p”. Ilencc d is odd. Since p” = 1 (mod q) with d odd 
and d f 1 we get q = 13 and d == 3. Therefore p :.-= 3. Since q = 13, 
a =: 3 and 3 divides n. Rut 11 k 1 (mod 3) and the contradiction establishes 
the lemma. 
It is the purpose of the next four lemmas to formulate information about 
the characters of a simple [3, 2]-group in which q is odd and N(Q) is 
Frobenius. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let G be a simple [3, 2]-group with q odd and in which N(Q) 
is Frobenius. Let & ,..., 5, be the (m -- I ),‘q = r distinct irreducible characters 
of H induced from nontrz’uial irreducible characters of M. Then there exist 
irreducible characters x3 of G for I -< j -2 r, a sign E = ‘-. 1 and an i&eger C 
such that if x is in M+ thnz 
Furthermore if p is any other irreducible character of G then p is constant on MJ, 
and if y does not belong to any conjugate of M+ then am = (rj( !)/q) x1(y) 
for 1 <j<r. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from Lemma 4.2 and Theorems 
31.5 and 31.7 of [S]. 
Lnar~a 4.4. Let G he a simple [3, 2]-group zcith q odd and in which N(Q) 
is Frobenius. The only q-block of G which is not of dffect 0 is the principal block. 
It contains 4 non-excgtional characters and k -:= (q - I)/4 exceptional charac- 
ters. If p1 ,..., vlc are the exceptional characters in B,, then there exists linear 
characters A, ,..., A,; of Q such that if y E Q+, vi(y) = A, Ix(o)(y). Al.70 $ x 
is a q-regular element v,(x) = p/:(x) for 1 < i < k. 
Proof. The entire lemma except for the equation &y) = X, jw(0)(y) is 
an immediate consequence of the work of Rrauer [6]. To complete the proof 
first suppose q = 5. Then all characters in B, are +I on p and any 
non-trivial one can bc considered as exceptional. Now by orthogonality one 
of them must bc --I on Q+. Choose such a character for the exceptional one. 
If q > 5 from [6] we know there exists 6 :=: fl such that if y z Q+, 
vi(y) =: S(hi i”!*)(y)). Suppose 6 = -1. Let 71,~ be the linear character of H 
such that qi i. := hi . sow mc know (lH jG, 1 r1 i”) -= 6 a.nd simple computa- 
tion gives (Q IG, qi j G, = 3 and qi i”(y) = A,: ) N(Q)(y) for y E 8”. If S E: -] 
then (lK -- ‘7, jG, it) :..: j- 1 and so (lH iG, vr) :> 0 and since the characters 
cpi for I ,-< i <z K arc algebraic conjugates, (1, jG, yi) :, 0 for 1 I< i s< K. 
Ify .:= 17wegetI11iG == 1 -cpr fyi! / v?a - IJJ~ -;- p where p is irreducible. 
iVe can’t have lH I”(y) = 4 for y in Q-s’ since Et;, vi(yj = 1 and p(y) < I. 
So q = 13 and lH lo = 1 A- cpl -j- cp, + y3 -+- A, -i- 8, where A,, A, are -11 
on Q+. Sow q1 ,G -7 cp2 --I- p1 -k (T where (T is of q-defect 0. This folloivs 
from the norm of q1 IG and its values on Q+. But (1 - ~/r ;G, U) .= 0 con- 
tradicting the fact that (1 IJ lo, 0) = 0. This contradiction establishes the 
lemma. 
LEWVM 4.5. Let G be a gvmp satisfying the hypotheses of Lemna 4.4, theu 
x,; -# ‘pi for any i and j. 
Proof. We observe that vi is real on g/z by Lemma 4.4, and that if 
‘pi IQ = F,: jo , then i -= i’. So p?i is a real character. Rut (4.4) together 
with q odd implies xj is not real for any j. The resuit follows. 
I,Enwl\ 4.6. Let G be a group satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4. 
Then one qf two alternatives occm 
As in Lemma 4.4 let 7i be a linear character of r[ such that -Q /o = X, 
where hi Ix(@) and 40,. agree on Q+ as guaranteed by Lemma 4.4. As in 
Lemma 4.4, (7; lo, ql: iG) = 3 which implies qi jG is multiplicity free. Kow 
((1 x - #, I&.) :-:: (I ..-.. A, ) A,) = -1, and there&c (1 II IG, pi) = 0. Thcre- 
fore the only irreducible characters p which could satisfy both p(y) f 0 
for y in 8::’ and ( II1 !c, p) :> 0 arc the four non-exceptional characters in 
the principai y-block. 
Since 1 H /G is 4 on Q+, and A, is &1 on 2~:’ for ‘I .cG t s; 3, it folkws 
that if I, !G is multiplicity free (A, , lrr 1”) : 1 and At is I on Q+ for 
1 .:<l t :c.r 3. If ljr jo is not multiplicity free then 1 TT lo --- I .-+ ,o j-. 2a for 
some irreducible characters p and CF. Since I I1 /G is 4 on (;)I, p and CF must be + 1 
on Q,“. Call thcsc characters d, and 4, . Then (1 - 7, I(‘, da) = d,(y) for y 
in :)i- and so A, is -1 on Q+. This completes the proof of the iemma. 
‘I’IIROREM 4.7. Let G be a group sati.$ying the hypothe.yes of Lmma 4.4!, 
thenm = 2q + 1. 
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Proof. By Lemma 4.5 xj f rpi for any value of i and j. If xj = A, for 
some j and t then xj does not vanish on Q+ for any j by Lemma 4.3. So 
every xi must be a A, for some t, 1 :< t .< 3. It follows that r = 2 and 
nz = 29 + 1. We may therefore assume xi is of q-defect 0 for every j. 
In the remainder of the argument let x be an clement of WA and y an 
element of Q+. We have vi(x) = &x) for 1 :< i z< k, by Lemma 4.4. 
Let p be a linear character of AZ with p ;H :-. <r _ Simple computation gives 
((I, - p)iG, (lM - P),~) ‘=T q --I-. I and (lAf --- EL lG, qi) = 9;r(x) for 1 << i :< k. 
So 1 q+(x): < 2. If 1 q1(3i”)j := 2, then ( l,Vl -.- p)i” = 1 + p)r(~) 1: -t pi {- 7 where 
+r is irreducible. Kow (1 M - p)Io vanishes on Q and 1 -,- R(X) x::I, vi(y) 
is an odd integer and so 7 = A, for some t. This implies (lew - p)IG is 
rational on M+ which is contradictory to the fact that it is obviously not 
real somewhere in AP. So we may assume j r~~r(zc)i < 1. 
IfI cpd4 = 1 then Al) I n since (pi(l), mq) :-= I. Also vi( 1) = -1: I (mod HZ). 
Clearly q+(l) is not 1 or 1 + 31n + 211ag and so the result follows from 
Lemma 3.13. We may therefore assume vi(~) :=: 0 for 1 .:z i < k. 
Summarizing our situation we have xj vanishes on Q+ and cpi vanishes 
on .A,@” for every i and j. Ry orthogonality we get 
(4.8) 1 $ ; At(x) A,,(y) = 0. 
kl 
We consider two cases in accordance with Lemma 4.6. Suppose (I) happens. 
Since A, #= x:i for any t, j we know from Lemma 4.4 that A, is constant 
on Mg. Since A,(y) = 1 and (lH iG, A,) :-.= 1 we get 
or 
mq = (m - 1) A,(x) + m(q - 1) -I- A,(l) 
(4.9) 
For 1 .< t < 3. Now A,(X) is an integer and A,(l) fI 1. So A,(x) < 0 for 
every t. Combined with (4.8) this gives A!(x) F= 0 for two values of t and .--1 
for the third. Say Al(x) := -- 1. Then (4.9) gives A,(l) = 2m - 1 con- 
tradicting Lemma 3.13. Therefore we may assume WC are dealing with 
case (II) of Lemma 4.6. 
Xow in the F. R. representation of G, x fixes 1 letter and so 1 = lH I”(X) -L= 
1 + A,(x) -t 2A2(x). So A,(x) = -2A,(x). Substituting the values A,(y) 
from (II) and A,(x) = -2A,(x) in (4.8) we get 
(4.10) I -- A,(x) - A,(x) = 0. 
Now if A,(x) = j,l for some t, then A,(l) = .:.&I (mod m) and the result 
follows from Lemma 3.13. So we assume A,(x) f &l for any t. 
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Since 4,(y) =:= I and (lH jG, 4,) ~-7: 1, (4.9) holds for t == 1 and 4,(.x) < 0. 
If 4,(x) = 0 then da(~) = 0 and 4,(x) = 1. So 4,(x) < 0. So O,(X) > 1, 
and thus 4,(x) < ----1. Let i O&j1 = ZI > 2. Using (da, la jc) = 0 we get 
4,(l) = mq - m -I- il(7n - 1). 
Now d,(ij ; n .== 2mq -+ 3111 ., I. Since I) > 2, 34,(l) =;. 72.. So 24,(l) = n. 
This gives 
fj _ 5m f- J 
2m - 2 ’ 
Xow (5~2 ,-I- 1,2m -- 2) 1 8, and since b is an integer 5m -1- 1 < 8 which 
is ridiculous and the proof of ‘I’heorem 4.7 is complete. 
~~IiEOlWM 4.11 I .tf G is LZ simple [3, z]-poup then G is isomorplzic to 
either A, or M,, . In tlze case of A, the F. R. representation of G is on the 
36 corzjufates of an S,-subgroup. In the case of A:&, it is on the 144 conjugates 
of an Sri-suhgmup. 
t’rooj. If q is even G is isomorphic to A, and has the stated I:. R. 
representation by ‘l’heorcm 2.9. 
If q is odd, Theowms 3.2 and 3.15 imply Ai(C?) is Frohenius. 13~ Lemma 4. I 
q = 5? 13, or 17. By ‘I’heorem 4.7 m = 2q + - I. Obviously q ‘= 17 and 
IE = 35 is impossible. If q . . . . 13, m :. 1:: 27. But by Lemma 4.1, the only 
wav q = 13 is possible is if an involution normalizing Q has 3mq conjugates , 
~-hi.& implies 3 / ! ..J-- 3m I- 2mq, which is impossible if m = 27. So if a. 
group exists for y odd, y = 5, m -= 1 1, and n :T-: 144. It is well known 
that M,, is the only simple group of order 7920 and Lemma 2.3 demonstrates 
that -11,, has an 1:: R. representation of the type described in Theorem 4.1 1. 
This completes the proof. 
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